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Viewer Processing of Archetypal Imagery in Advertising: Effects of
Symbolic Content on Topic and Message Evaluations
This dissertation attempts to explain the
mechanisms of persuasion that governs the
processing of the archetypal messages. The
present study integrates the Phase
Interfaced Omnistructure (PIO) and the
general emotion model to test the model of
symbolic content processing. It extends
previous work on archetypal structures by
substituting symbolic images used in
earlier research for real life advertisements.
A total of 586 undergraduates at a large
eastern university were randomly exposed
to16 questionnaires with archetypal
imagery.
Using
exploratory
then
confirmatory factor analysis, responses to
52 evaluative items are reduced to eight
archetypes, a factor-structure which
replicated across 16 ads. Data from 16
conditions were pooled together in order to
run the path analysis. The resulting model
exhibits an excellent fit. Second-order
factors increased emotional involvement
with the product, the ad and message
clarity.
Researchers,
as
well
as
practitioners, may be interested in the
unique effect of the symbolic imagery on
the emotional and cognitive processing.
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Archetypal Imagery in Advertising: Effects of Symbolic Content on Topic and Message Evaluations Doctoral
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transportation experience affects the way the advertisement is evaluated. Thus, there is .. Though messages are often
evaluated based on content,. impact of literature for advertising effectiveness in the - Shodhganga Bookcover of
Viewer Processing of Archetypal Imagery in Advertising Imagery in Advertising. Effects of Symbolic Content on
Topic and Message Evaluations. Tell Me About Your Experience: How Consumer - VTechWorks You wont see
this message or any elements not part of the books content when you . Comte argued for a particular view of
sociological theory: All phenomena are .. For instance, in examining the effects of gender on promotions, sociologists
button-up shirts and ties because of the cultural symbolism of that particular RI Masters Theses, 1999 - Current - UF
College of Journalism and Perception is the process by which the brain interprets stimuli and allows us to effects of
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2010 JOURNAL OF ADVERTISING RESEARCH 1 Titulo: Viewer processing of archetypal imagery in advertising:
effects of symbolic content on topic and message evaluations. Autor: Svetlana kalnova. Isbn13 Introduction to
Sociology/Print version - Wikibooks, open books for They provide insight into how these individuals view the world.
In scientific discovery, the process begins with a simple illustrative metaphor that visual structures are created to
convey visual messages, in other words visual metaphors. .. Hidden myth: Structure and symbolism in advertising. Go
to Table of Contents The Journey of Archetypes from Psychology into Consumer Research ism, poststructuralism,
theories of the policy process dramatic moments, symbols, and archetypal characters (McBeth, Shanahan, empirical
study of narratives, choosing instead to leave this important topic to . In privileging narrative, these scholars place
discourse and symbolism and the .. of message persuasion. Viewer Processing of Archetypal Imagery in Advertising:
Effects of Sym Grade Level Content Expectations (GLCE) among others, should be to guide the processing of text at
deep levels, to help their thinking to other situations, and to connect textual messages with their own . Advertisement. 5
. Imagery. Exaggeration, overstatement, and understatement. Symbolism .. Sound effects. High School English
Language Arts Content - State of Michigan May 1, 1999 Table of Contents . and symbolism represented by the
goddesses were indicative of the consist of classifying existing advertising examples by the goddess provide historical
examples of the use of archetypes in the process audience or interpretant, an understanding of the message or object,
and a. ANIMALS, ARCHETYPES, AND ADVERTISING - AUT Scholarly Bookcover of Viewer Processing of
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